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ABSTRACT

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the lecture process was carried out online, so it impacted other academic activities such as the preparation of lecture schedules. The results of observations at the Faculty of Engineering and Science found that the practice of lecture schedules was carried out manually, such as the schedule coordination process was carried out face-to-face between study programs, faculties, and lecturers to overcome conflicts in the use of rooms and teaching time. Changes in the teaching schedule need to be re-checked on the use of the room and the lecturer's teaching time because it has not been documented with the information system. Hence, this study aims to build an information system for preparing lecture schedules using the Greedy Best First Search Method based on the willingness of lecturers to teach. The system was developed using the RAD (Rapid Application Development) and testing using BlackBox testing. The results of this study succeeded in building a lecture scheduling information system that was able to generate lecture schedules automatically and quickly without having to coordinate face-to-face to support online lectures during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Covid-19 impacts every activity to carry out social restrictions, one of which is in the implementation of education [1]. These restrictions have positive and negative effects on the achievement of learning objectives. The restrictions are very influential in the adaptation period due to changes in learning mechanisms and systems during the Covid-19 pandemic [2]. Information technology is beneficial as an alternative to implementing education and learning to be still carried out online [3]. Scheduling is a process for compiling a schedule or process sequence used to solve a problem [4]. One of the scheduling problems is usually related to the preparation of lecture scheduling [5]. Effective course scheduling impacts the implementation of lectures for students, lecturers, and managers [6].

A lecture schedule is a problem for every university if it is still conventional in its management [7]. The results of observations at the Faculty of Engineering and Science, Ibn Khaldun University, found that scheduling was done manually, using an input form document that had to be printed first. In addition, communication to adjust the availability of time and lecturer teaching so that it can be scheduled still requires time and a lengthy decision because the management of the Study Program still has to conduct several Coordination meetings between Lecturers, the infrastructure, and between Study Programs to adjust time and lecture place. The form of documentation of the results of the implementation of the SOP for Lecture Scheduling is still not well recorded; there is still a missing or missed Lecturer willingness to teach form that is not filled in. Therefore, Prodi needs a mechanism that can facilitate the lecture scheduling process.
Related research on the lecture scheduling information system that has been carried out based on systematic review literature shows two relevant journal articles [7]. Triawan and Faruq (2019) succeeded in creating a system to provide laboratory assistant scheduling recommendations, using the Simulated Annealing algorithm using input from the time habits of each lab assistant [6]. Saputra and Saragih (2018) succeeded in creating a course scheduling system by applying genetic algorithms and using data samples in the Department of Informatics, Faculty of Engineering, Palangka Raya University [5].

Based on the results of research that has been done and some of the problems mentioned above. Scheduling arrangement is made manually, where study programs do a lot of face-to-face coordination. This will also have an impact on the risk of transmission of the Covid-19 outbreak during the pandemic. Hence, scheduling lectures can be a solution in making a computerized lecture schedule based on a web with various similar studies found. The next challenge is to apply one of the methods in the informed searching algorithm using the greedy best-first search method for lecture scheduling problems into an information system with the RAD system development method. One branch of the informed searching algorithm is the greedy best-first search algorithm. This algorithm can be used to generate a node from a previous node [8]. Greedy is used to find the lowest value in a combination of course scheduling [9].

This study aims to obtain a lecture scheduling information system using an informed searching algorithm with the Greedy Best First Search method to generate a class schedule and use the RAD (Rapid Application Development) application development stage to build a web-based information system. This system contributes to the study program management unit at the Faculty of Engineering and Science in scheduling lectures to be faster and optimal. An automated, quick, and appropriate scheduling arrangement model is obtained to be applied during the Covid-19 pandemic.

2. METHOD

This study uses several stages of RAD. RAD is one of the methods in the development of information systems. In the RAD method, the user is directly involved in the step of determining user requirements. At the application development stage, it will be communicated directly with the user to get repeated feedback from the user [10]. The RAD stages are shown in Figure 1:

![Figure 1. RAD Research Stages](image)

2.1. Analysis Stage

At this stage, business process analysis is carried out on preparing the lecture schedule currently running in each semester by the study program.

2.2. Design Stage

An information system architecture design is carried out at the system design stage using an object-oriented design approach. The architectural design tools used are UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams.

2.3 Prototype Cycle Stage

This stage is the implementation of the system design stage, coded into a programming language. Using the PHP programming language, Database Server uses Mysql, Webserver using Apache, and Browser. The result of this stage is a web-based application in the form of an application mock-up. The results of this application mock-up are demonstrated to users to produce an application that suits user needs.
2.4. System Testing Stage
The testing phase is carried out by the BlackBox method to ensure that every process in the lecture scheduling information system can function correctly.

2.5. System Implementation Stage
The installation stage of an information system in the organization that users in preparing lecture schedules can use. At this stage, training is also carried out for all users who will use the system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Business Process Analysis
The results of the business process analysis of the preparation of lecture schedules in each study program at FTS-UIKA Bogor are as follows:

a. Lecturers fill out the willingness to teach form that the Study Program has prepared.

b. Prodi prepares a lecture schedule according to the willingness fields of the lecturers.

c. Prodi holds a coordination meeting with the lecturers to review the draft lecture schedule that has been compiled.

d. Prodi conducts a coordination meeting with the deputy dean and head of the administration section to adjust the use of space that each study program can use. If there is no room available, the Study Program will confirm the lecturer for changing the schedule with room availability.

e. Finally, the study program will issue a definite lecture schedule if everything fits.

The current system flow diagram refers to the Lecture Schedule Arrangement Procedure No. FTS-PRD-P-03.

3.1.1 The weakness of the running system
Based on the analysis of the running system, there are weaknesses, as follows:

a. The administrative process for preparing lecture schedules is still manual, using the willingness to teach form that each lecturer fills in.

b. Determining the lecture schedule still needs to be adjusted to the lecturers' time availability and room availability.

c. The time needed is still a long time to determine the lecture schedule each semester. The preparation of plans, coordination meetings between study programs and faculties has taken a lot of time. This is so that the use of the lecture room is not confusing between courses.

d. Information on class schedules must still be disseminated to lecturers, students, and education staff using various media.

e. Class schedule documents are archived manually by study programs and faculties. Currently, the lecture schedule archives are still stored in the filing cabinet.

f. There are still frequent clashes during lectures or clashes between lecturers in rooms.

3.1.2. Proposed Solution to Problem
Referring to the weaknesses of the running system, this study has built a Lecture Scheduling Information System using the greedy best first web-based search method. This information system serves as a medium for arranging lecture schedules automatically based on the lecturer’s teaching willingness data.

3.1.3 Analysis of the proposed system
The lecture scheduling information system uses the greedy best first method based on this website. It can carry out filling in the willingness to teach, and the availability of the room does not need to be manually returned. The system automatically carries out the method of determining the lecture schedule. The students and lecturers can access class schedule information via computer browsers and cellphones without time restrictions. The business process flow diagram of the proposed system showed in Figure 2 below:
3.1.4 Context Diagram

Context diagram is used to describe the system, in this scheduling system is integrated with the existing system, namely SIAK (Academic and Financial Information System). Context diagram showed in Figure 3.

3.2 System Design

The system design uses the UML system development model with the behaviour diagram type, consisting of Use case diagrams, Activity diagrams, State machine diagrams, Sequence diagrams.

3.2.1. Usecase Diagram

Usecase diagram to explain the interaction of actors with the lecture scheduling information system, use case diagrams are used. The Usecase showed in Figure 4.
The usecase diagram above shows four actors involved, namely Administration Study Program, Head of Faculty Administration, Head of Study Program, and Lecturers. It can be seen that the scheduling information system is integrated with SIAK for Data_Dosen, Data_Curriculum, Data_Kelas, and Data_Mahasiswa.

3.2.2. Activity Diagram

Activity diagrams are used to describe the activity of the lecture scheduling information system. There are five activity diagrams. There are five activity diagrams, namely: activity input_data_ruangan, activity input_data_sesi_kuliah, activity matakuliah_kelas_semester, activity kesediaan_mengajar, activity generate_schedule.

3.2.3. Sequence Diagram

Sequence Diagram to describe the communication between objects in the lecture scheduling system, a Sequence Diagram is used. There are five sequence diagrams: the input_data_ruangan sequence, the input_data_sesi_sequence, the matakuliah_kelas_semester_sequence, the kesediaan_mengajar_sequence, and the generate_schedule sequence.

3.2.4. State Machine Diagram

State machine diagrams describe the changes and transitions of objects in the scheduling information system, model methods or behaviours and show the sequence of events that each object passes through in the scheduling information system.

The process begins with retrieving data from the room object, course, class, and session_cult in the state machine diagram. Furthermore, it is used by the kesediaan_mengajar object. The object of kesediaan_mengajar generates a Rombel (Study Group) output, used by the schedule generate object to generate scheduled and unscheduled lecture schedule information.
3.3 Prototype Cycle

3.3.1 User interface

There are several views generated from the lecture scheduling information system. Based on the usecase, four actors use the system: Administration of the Study Program, Head of Faculty Administration, Lecturers, and Chair of the Study Program. The results of the mock-up demo of the lecture scheduling information system are presented in several processes shown through the use of the following information system interface:

1. Lecturers input Teaching Willingness Data through the Teaching Willingness Form.

   The lecturer uses this page to input data on the willingness of teaching plans for the next semester. In this form, the lecturer chooses course data, class data, lecture time sessions. After selecting these data, the lecturer clicks the save button. The teaching willingness form page showed in Figure 5.

   ![Figure 5. The Teaching Willingness Form](image)

2. Study Program Generates Class Schedule

   The following page is the result of the Lecture Schedule generating process by the Head of the Study Program. The result of generating a lecture schedule is shown in Figure 6.

   ![Figure 6. The Result of Generate Schedule](image)

3. Users Receive Lecture Schedule Information
This page results from the lecture schedule generation process carried out by the head of the Study Program. Users receive information on a list of courses that have been scheduled for the next semester. The availability form page showed in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Scheduling Information List](image)

### 3.4 System Testing

Testing the information system on the functional of the application is by the design stage that has been made using the BlackBox technique. The results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer, Staff of Program Study, Head of Program Study, Head of Staff Faculty</td>
<td>Login</td>
<td>Users can log into the system with an account that has been created.</td>
<td>Suitable: Each users can login according to the privileges that have been set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Staff Faculty</td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>View, Add and Modify Room Data.</td>
<td>Suitable: The head of the Faculty staff managed to view, change, and modify the room data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer, Staff of Program Study, Head of Program Study, Head of Staff Faculty</td>
<td>Lecture Time Session</td>
<td>View, Add and Modify Lecture session data.</td>
<td>Suitable: The head of the Faculty staff managed to view, change, and modify the lecture session data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Program Study, Lecturer, Staff of Program Study</td>
<td>Generate Schedule Menu</td>
<td>User can click the button generate schedule.</td>
<td>Suitable: All users can view course schedules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Program Study, Lecturer, Staff of Program Study</td>
<td>Unscheduled lecture information</td>
<td>User can view all unscheduled courses.</td>
<td>Suitable: System can generate schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Program Study, Lecturer, Staff of Program Study</td>
<td>Schedule Recommendations</td>
<td>Users can see the class schedule recommended by the system.</td>
<td>Not Suitable: System can not generate the lecture schedule recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Willingness to Teach</td>
<td>View, Add and Change Teaching Willingness Data.</td>
<td>Suitable: Lecturer can managed to view, change, and modify the teaching willingness data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff of Program Study</td>
<td>Courses</td>
<td>View, Add and Change Data for courses that will be held in the current semester.</td>
<td>Suitable: Staff of Program Study can managed to view, change, and modify the course data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BlackBox test's overall results found that all pages and functions were as expected, except on the schedule recommendation page, because in the study, it was only until the system was able to generate lecture schedules using the greedy best-first search method automatically. As for the schedule recommendation function, an automatically generated function will be made for further research.

### 3.5 System Implementation

#### 3.5.1 Implementation of the greedy best first search method
The results of applying the greedy best first search method are used in the generate schedule object, described in the activity diagram, the sequence, and the state machine diagram on the generate_schedule object. The generate_schedule_course algorithm is presented in the following pseudocode form:

```plaintext
// greedy program generate_schedule_course best first search method
deskripsi:
set matakuliah, kelas
set ruang, sesi_kuliah
set NC_rombel

for each kesedian_mengajar:
    insert matakuliah
    insert kelas
    insert ruang
    insert sesi_kuliah
    insert rombel from (matakuliah, kelas, ruang, sesi_kuliah)
from kesedian_mengajar create queue list_rombel:
    function total_constraint_rombel:
        for rombel in list_rombel:
            total_constraint_rombel = 1
            if rombel(matakuliah, kelas) > 1:
                return total_constraint_rombel
            total_constraint_rombel + 1
    function total_constraint_sesi_kuliah:
        for rombel in list_rombel:
            total_constraint_sesi_kuliah = 1
            if rombel(sesi_kuliah) > 1:
                return total_constraint_sesi_kuliah
            total_constraint_sesi_kuliah + 1
    function total_constraint_sesi_ruang:
        for rombel in list_rombel:
            total_constraint_sesi_ruang = 1
            if rombel(sesi_kuliah) > 1:
                return total_constraint_sesi_ruang
            total_constraint_sesi_ruang + 1

for rombel in list_rombel:
    if rombel(matakuliah, kelas) > 1:
        N1 = 0.2 / function total_constraint_rombel
    else
        N1 = 0;
    if rombel(sesi_kuliah) > 1:
        N2 = 0.4 / function total_constraint_sesi_kuliah
    else
        N2 = 0;
    if rombel(ruang) > 1:
        N3 = 0.4 / function total_constraint_sesi_ruang
    else
        N3 = 0;
    return NC_rombel = N1 + N2 + N3

sort rombel berdasarkan nilai NC_rombel tertinggi to list_rombel
for slot_rombel in list_rombel:
    generate slot waktu
    function p_rombel:
        if slot_rombel(sesi_kuliah) == current_sesi_slot_waktu:
            p1 = 0
        else
            p1 = 0.20
        if slot_rombel(ruang) == current_ruang_slot_waktu:
            p2 = 0
        else
            p2 = 0.20
        if current_ruang_slot_waktu = terisi:
            p3 = 0.60
        else
            p3 = 0
        return p_rombel = p1 + p2 + p3
    if p_rombel > 0:
        set p_rombel_tidak_terjadwal
        open new slot waktu
        function p_rombel
    else
        set p_rombel_terjadwal
```
3.5.2 Implementation of Information Systems

From the results of the system development, it is obtained a lecture scheduling information system that can generate schedules automatically. The results of the implementation of the lecture schedule showed in Figure 8.

![Lecture Scheduling Information System](image)

**Figure 8. Lecture Scheduling Information System**

4. CONCLUSION

This study applies the Informed Searching algorithm using the Greedy Best First Search method in the lecture scheduling information system. This lecture scheduling information system successfully processes online administration, the communication process between study programs, infrastructure, and lecturers no longer coordinate face-to-face, administrative and scheduling documentation data are recorded in the system so that it is easy to manage, and there are no clashes in class schedules lectures generated automatically by the system so that lecturers’ teaching schedule information is informed directly and to support online lectures during the Covid-19 pandemic.

In this study, there is a process that has not been implemented to recommend unscheduled class schedules because the Greedy Best First Search method is used to solve schedule problems. Then further research can be developed to apply a certain method in completing the unscheduled course recommendation process.
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